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I. Answer the following questions (10 *1= lo marks)

1. Define law of triangle offerees?

2.what Is meant by like vector?

3.; The equation for resultant of two forces P and Q acting at an angle 0 is

4. A couple can be balanced by a force equal to Its magnitude. .....(agree/ disagree)

II ine sum or all the forces acting on a body Is

(concurrent/parallel/like parallel/unlike parallel)

d.^e"SeToad) pitch/incaasing tha toad/
?• State principle of virtual work?

tetamTv^™" POW will havetne same velocity With Which It was projected upward (agree/disagree)
I. Whr'- you mean by angle of repose?

pO- What is the relation between angular velocity and linear velocity?

'• Write answer any Five question (5x2=10)
-A screw eye is subjected to two forces, F1 and F2. Determine the magnitude and direction of the resultant tome
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What Is Mohr's circle and what is It's use?
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2  Two spheres each of weight 1000 N and of radius 25 cm rest in a hnri, * . .
Fig.(2). Find the reactions on the points of contact and C> as shoy

n III

5. .Asphere of mass 4 kg moving with a velocity of 5 m/s collide with cnh ^ ;
same direction. Rnd their velocity after the impart. Assume e =0.5- ■. ° ^ 4 m/s In the '
6. A cyclist riding on a level road has to turn a comer of radius snm c
^outthe^arofskiddingPWhatrsthe^^^^^friction between the tyres and track is O.IS - comer? Assume coeffident of
7... State and explain Varignon's therom.

Write answer any Five question
(5x4=20)L Oetermtne the fbra in each memberof the truss shown in fig(3). Indicate the members

compression. Assume P=1000N and L=lm? care tne members 3re Tn tsnsion or

I Rhd the maximum speed with which a scooter rider leaves a 15"
ramp at B in orderto dear the drtch(flg4)?
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3. Two blocks of masses 2(K3kg and 100 kg are conneci-Pri h,«cbcn is 0.30, hnd the acceleration with which the ~:e~reS:n^r;r3r'' '
A ship A is moving north - west at a speed of 18 km/ hour and the shio n ,> mo •e magnrtude and direction of the relative velocity of the ship 8 with respect to the shipX
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5. A gun of mass 3000kg fires horizontally a shell of mass 50 kg with a velocity of 300m/s. What is the velocity with
which the gun will recoil? Also determine the uniform force required to stop the gun in 0.6m. In how much time will it
stop(Fig7)?

6. A small block of weight W rest on a horizontal turn table at a distance r=lm from the centre of the turn table. Rnd
the maximum uniform speed the block can haye without slipping off the table. Assume the coefficient of friction
between the block and the turn table to be 0.5 Fig(8)
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7. Find the moment of inertia of the area of the L-section about the centroidal x-axis(fig9).

IV. Answer any one question (1*10 = 10 marks)

^  1. A block A weighing 2000N resting on a horizontal surface supports a block B weighing lOOON as shown in figll.
The block B is connected to a string which is attached to a vertical wall. Rnd the horizontal force P, which
should be applied on the block A, so as to just move it leftward. Take coefficient of friction as 0.35 at all contact
surfaces. Rnd also the corresponding tension in the string?
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2. A grinding wheel has a rated speed of 1500 rpm and can be assumed to be a disc of 0.5 m radius and of uniform
thickness. Its weighs 3G0N. It is made to turn at 1500 rpm and then allowed to decelerate uniformly due to
bearing friction. It was observed to come to rest in 120seconds. Determine the number of revolutions that it
shall execute before coming to rest and the frictional torque(figl2).


